
WORKLAB
Make your workspace more dynamic



WORKLAB –
a new approach to 
the work environment

WORKLAB

- Creative solutions are born in a 
dynamic environment;

- The work environment has to 
adapt to the employee;

- A modern workplace is mobile, 
flexible and multifunctional.



Design that stands out
WORKLAB



Ensured 
mobility

WORKLAB

Large castors are an integral part of 
the WORKLAB design, ensuring the 
mobility of this piece of furniture 
and enhancing its unique image.



WORKLAB

The idea arose from the need 
to have a dynamic workspace 
and to break free from 
orderly office schemes. It has 
been designed to fit in all 
those spaces that need to be 
modified on demand.”

Baldanzi & Novelli designers

“



Triple functionality
WORKLAB



A mobile centre for team meetings and a tool for active collaboration

WORKLAB conference wall



A workplace exactly where you need it

WORKLAB temporary workplace



A playful partition and a practical shelf

WORKLAB shelf



A synthesis of different functions is what you need for an ever-changing work environment

WORKLAB



WORKLAB changes together 
with the user and can adapt to a 
wide variety of situations:

WORKLAB



from a mini-office at home to large collaboration areas...

WORKLAB



...enclosed laboratories or public spaces...

WORKLAB



...for ascetic workshops or sophisticated art studios.

WORKLAB



WORKLAB

Combinations of finishes for the most demanding user



Powder-coated 
metal surfaces

Powder-coated metal is a robust and 

practical covering. A wide range of 

colours makes it easy to choose the 

WORKLAB’s image you want. The 

perforated metal sheet is an original 

and innovative element for the office.

WORKLAB



For user convenience and cosiness

WORKLAB



Power solutions

A cable tray, conveniently designed 
power sockets and a properly routed 
power cable ensure that a mobile 
workplace is truly mobile.

WORKLAB



WORKLAB – a distinctive office 
accent, bringing a new dynamic 
to the work environment

WORKLAB



WORKLAB
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WORKLAB

Side panels
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